
 

A REPORT ON MOVIECON 

On May 31, 2024, the Drama club, in collaboration with the Art and Dance club had organized a 

drama festival called Moviecon 2024. The festival was a dazzling world of moviecon, where reel 

and real-life merged seamlessly. 

It was a drama festival that was crafted by the collaboration of the finest minds from the drama, 

dance, and art clubs. It was a platform where the creativity of the art club met the electrifying 

energy of the dance club, with an underlying story unfolding through the lens of the drama club. 

The campus was full of filmy decorations by the art club. 

It was a multi-event festival where storytelling took on different forms. MovieCon presented a 

good experience of the thrill of short film, the power of street play, the artistry of mono acting, 

the rhythm of dance performances, the creativity of tattoo art, and the glamour of the runway. 

It was just entertainment, entertainment, and entertainment. 

The title of Ms. MovieCon’24 was secured by Ms. Haripriya D, who portrayed the character of 

Geet from the Jab We Met Movie, an extrovert girl who is joyful and happy all the time. 

The title of Mr. MovieCon’24 was secured by Mr. Rounak Chhetri, who portrayed the character 
of Ranga Anna from the movie Avesham and played the role of a local gangster. 

The Film Fiesta at MovieCon '24 was a resounding success. The presence of Mr. Surya added a 

star-studded appeal to the event, and his interactions with the participants were highly 

appreciated. The quality of the films showcased the immense talent and portability of the student 

film makers, making the event a memorable highlight of MovieCon’24. 

  



List of Winners: 

1. ShortFilm  
      a. Best Film(Winners): Shubhangi Agarwal- Christ(deemed-to-be University) 

      b.  Best Film(Runners-up): Nagesh- SSMRV College 

      c. Best Director: Chandan Abhishek S- New Horizon College of Engineering 

      d. Best Actor: Likhitha M- New Horizon College of Engineering 

 

2.Actor's Spotlight: 
    a. Winner: Dhruti N Reddy - New Horizon College of Engineering 

    b. Runners-up: Nagesh Aradhya - SSMRV College 

 

3. CostumeCon: 
     a. Mr.MovieCon: Rounak Cchhetri - New Horizon College of Engineering 

     b. Ms.MovieCon: Haripriya D - New Horizon College of Engineering 

 

4. Colour-Pop: 
     a. Winner:  Nikhitha and Sriram - ISME 

     b. Runners-up:  Preeyanka and Shivani - New Horizon College of Engineering 

 

5. Plotline: 
     a. Winner: Rohith Shyam - Christ University Kengeri Campus  

     b.  Runners-up: Nithya Yadhunatha -  New Horizon College of Engineering 

 

6. Prop a palooza  
     a. Winners:  Priyanshu Pritesh - Dayanand             Sagar College of engineering 

     b. Runners-up: Ojas Narayana  

       New horizon college of engineering 

 

7. ABCD² 
   a.Winners:  MadMonks- G T Priya - MVJ                    college of Engineering  

   b.Runner up: Thug Beat Hustler - Sanjay H S 

      CSheshadripuram college 

 

Glimpses of the event 

:  https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/18Z4oFenMe0l1xPGx1xKWgz6Y17Grh5d0?usp=sharing 

 

  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/18Z4oFenMe0l1xPGx1xKWgz6Y17Grh5d0?usp=sharing


 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  



 
 

 



 
 



 

 
 

 
 
 
 



 
 
  



 
 


